Cite the SEBoK

The printable version is no longer supported and may have rendering errors. Please update your browser bookmarks and please use the default browser print function instead.

When citing the SEBoK **in general**, users must cite in the following manner:


To **cite a specific article** within the SEBoK, please use:


*Note that many pages include the by line (author names) for the article. If no byline is listed, please use "SEBoK Authors".*
When using material from the SEBoK, attribute the work as follows:

This material is used under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License from The Trustees of the Stevens Institute of Technology. See Stevens Terms for Publication located in Copyright Information.

Cite this Page

This feature is located under "Tools" on the left menu. It provides full information to cite the specific article that you are currently viewing; this information is provided in various common citation styles including APA, MLA, and Chicago Style Manual.
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